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SUNMARY

A mthod of calculating the temperature

NIW3JITIC-WNL

COEIWK!IENT

of thick walls has been

.

.

developed in which sre used relative-~ new concepts, such as the time
series and the response to a unit triangle variation of surface temper-
ature, together with essentially standsrd formulas for transient tem-
perature and heat flow into thick walls. The method can be used without
knowledge of the mathematical tools of its development. The method is
particularly suitable for determining the wall temperature in one-
dimensional thermal problems in aeronautics where there is a continuous
variation of the heat-transfer coefficient and adiabatic-wall tempera-
ture. The method also offers a convenient means for solving the inverse
problem of determining the heat-flow history when temperature history is
known.

A series of diversified problems were solved by exact analysis as
well as by the new method. A comparison of the results shows the new
method to be accurate. The labor involved is very modest in considera-
tion of the nature of the thick-wall temperature problem. IdIIliting
solutions for the “infinitely thick~*wall and for walls so thin that
thermal lag can be neglected were also obtained.

INTRODUCTION

In aeronautical application, external surfaces sre heated by the”
impact and friction of the air. For cases in which the structural tem-
peratures never reach equilibrium, the trsmsient temperatures of the
surfaces often govern the design; and it is necessary to be able to pre-
dict these temperatures.

Literature on trsnsient temperatures in thick walls dates from the
classical works of Fourier. Perhaps the most extensive work on the
subject is given in reference 1. Most literature giving the solution to
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the transient temperatures in thick walls is based on the premise that
the temperature history of one or more principal surfaces is known or
given. Only a limited smount of literature is available relative to
transient temperatures in thick walls under the influence of forced
convection. The forced-convection equation for heat transfer in aero-
nautical applications is q = h(Taw - T), which states that the rate of
heating q is proportional to the difference between the adiabatic-wall
temperature Taw and thi?wall temperature T. The coefficient of pro-

portionality is the heat-transfer coefficient h. In the classical.
problem of the convection heating of a thick wall, h has been assured

●

to be constant. In
vuies with time is

The thick-wall
Fouri.er!sclassical

the usual aeronautical application, the fact that h
.—

the source of the difficulty in obtaining a solution.

case treated in this paper is the one governed by
partial differential equation

:-k&
&2

In the case governed by this equation, the wall is composed of a homo- .
geneous -terial and the temperature gradients and heat flow parallel to
the surface are negligible. In
convective heat rate is equated
the product of the conductivity
at the heated surface; that is,

one boundary relation for this case, the
to the heat absorbed by the wall or to *—

and the temperature gradient in the wall

+ ‘aw -T)= ()K*
w

Since h occurs as a product with T in this boundary equation, the
usual procedures of operational calculus do not apply. When solutions
for the temperatures of thick walls have been necessary in aeronautical
work, the method generally used has been to divide the thick wall into a
number of slabs in order to make a step-by-step numerical Integration of
Fourier’s equation of heat flow. Since steps in both distance and time
must be taken, the procedure is tedious and the consuming unless the
use of a high-speed automatic computing machine is resorted to. If it

—

is necessary to do the work without the use of such equipment, a method
introduced by Schmidt (ref. 2) wherein some of the calculations are
accomplished graphically may be used to reduce the labor to some extent.
~S method iS known as the Schmidt plot method.

.

w
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In the present paper a simple method is developed for the calcula.
tion of the temperature bistiry of the surfaces of a thick wall or of
any plane within the wall. The procedure is to select from a table a
set of coefficients which depend on the physical properties of the wall.
These coefficients and other data are substituted into explicit algebraic
formulas to determine the temperature of the heated wall surface. If the
heat-transfer coefficients are known, no guess or iteration procedure is
required. As can be seen by the results of the exsmple problems presented,
the accuracy can be as good as is desired. For equal time-step sizes, the
method is more accurate than more laborious numerical methods.

The simplicity of the results depends on two factors: One is the
suppression of the variable x representing the distance into the wall by
using an integrated form of Fourier’s equation and assigning a value of x
corresponding to the heated surface. The other is a mathematical device
known as the time series introducedby Tustin (ref. 3). ‘lhe time series
is defined in appendix A. Reference 3 also introduced various manipula-
tions of the series. The multiplication Or two series is an important
manipulation by means of which specific results can be generalized. Otter
Wrttera (ref. 4.,for example) have slso presented ~ous manipulations of
the series.

The present paper is ditided into two parts, analysis and application.
The section on analysis includes a treatment of the determination of the
temperature history for the special cases of the thermlly thin wall and
the infinitely thick wall as well as for the wall of intermediate thickness.
The inverse problem of determining the heat flow corresponding to a known
temperature history is also discussed. Although the”method was set up for
the purpose of predicting wall temperatures in engineering applications, it
has also been found to be suitable for research applications wherein the
transient skin temperature is measured and the heat-flow and heat-transfer-
coefficient histories are deduced. Appendix A gives background material
pertaining to the use of the series that may be an aid to a study of the
analysis. Appendix B gives a sunmary of analytical temperature and heat-
flow formulas used either as a basis of analysis or used in the solution
of exsmples to test the accuracy of the present method. In the section on
application the computing formulas are reviewed and several examples of
their use
formulas,

are given. Because
it is not necessary

of the explicit nature of the temperature
to study the analysis to use the results:

SYMBOIS

Ao9%JA2, ””” f$tl Wensionless coefficients to determine heated-— — —
surface temperature history

b slope of wall surface temperature with respect to the,

/‘F hr
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● 0 “% dimensionless coefficients
wall temperature history

specific heat, Btu/lb-°F

base of natural logarithms

any function

any function
Y = y(t)

any function

heat capacity

heat-transfer

heat-transfer

heat-transfer

heat-transfer

diffusivity,

conductivity,

corresponding

corresponding

:orrespondlng
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to determine inside-

to

to

to

reference slope y = (1/5)t

arbftrary.control line

unit triangle controlline

.

r

of wall, PCZ, Btu/(sq f%](OF)

coefficient at_ x = O, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F)

coefficient at x = 2, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F)

number, h&c2/16G .

nunber for”infinltely thick wall, 3h@&/8K

K/cp, sq ft/hr
.

(Btu)(ft)/(hr)(sqft)(OF)

wall thickness, ft

memory coefficients, Wnensionless

term designating time in multiples of basic interval 5

term number in infinite series

instantaneous heat-transfer rate due to uniform terapera-
ture rise of heated wall surface of 1° in time 5,
Btu/(hr)(sqft)

average heat-transfer rate from time (m - 1)5 to mb
due to umiform temperature rise of heated wall swrface
of 1° in t- 5, Btu/(hr)(sq ft)
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heat-transfer rate corresponding to unit triangle variation
of surface temperature .

average heat-transfer rate from time (m - 1)5 to ma due
to unit triangle reference temperature variation of
heated-wall surface, Btu/(hr)(sqft)

heat-flow
step of

radiation

radiation

radiation

time, h

history at heated surface due to unit temperature
heated surface

rate, Btu/(hr)(sqft)

term, rti2/16G, ‘F

term for infinitely thick wall, 3@@~, ‘F

heated-wall-surface temperature, ‘F

““% T expressed as t= series, ‘F

value of step in wall-surface temperature, ‘F

adiabatic-wall temperature or effective boundary-layer
temperature, ‘F

te~erature of inside (unheated) surface or of any plane
within wall, OF

temperature response to unit step in Taw, ‘F

distance throughwdl, ft

ordinate of control line or altitude of trismgle

positive roots of auxiliary equation in analytical
solution of wall temperature o

basic time interval in time series

ratio of heat-transfer coefficient at cooler wall surface
to heat-transfer coefficient at heated wall surface

difference in temperature between heated surface and any
other plane due to unit triangle variation of heated
surface, ‘F
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er difference in
othe~ plane
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temperature between heated surface and any
due to_uniform reference-temperaturerise

of 1° in time 5, “F

P weight density, lb/cu ft

T dummy time variable, h??

A prihe denotes the derivative with

ANALYSE

!IXMPEWTURES ON OUTSIDE

respect to time.

Problem

SURFACE

The wall considered in this paper is composed of a homogeneous
materi~l, and the temperature gradients and heat flow parallel to the
surface are negligible. The transient temperatures of the heated or “
outside surface of the wall are determined by means of Fourier’s equa-
tion which governs the heat flow through the wall:

m=~
%

The wall properties expressed by the
boundary conditions are given by the
the unheated face of the wall (where
is,

()
~

# ax x=

and that the heat transferred to the

‘(Taw -T)=

&
ax?

diffusivity k
statements that
x is taken as

(1)

are constant. The
the flow of heat at ‘
zero) is zero, that

(2)

heated face is given by the relation

K(~T/~)x=z (3)

.

..

.

.
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For convenience, the initial temperature is taken as zero at zero time:

T=O (t = o) (4)

Since both h and T are functions of t and occur as a product in

equation (3), the transform procedures of operational calculus do not
apply. The problem may be stated in another form by means of an integral
equation expressing the heat balance at the heated surface.

Let qs(t) be the heat-flow history at the heated wall surface at

x = Z due to a unit step in that wall-surface temperature at t = O.
Then the heat flow q(t) due to a temperature history T(t)- of the
heated surface that is continuous and is zero when t = O, but is other-
wise an arbitrary variation, can be expressed by ~elis Xtegral fi
the form indicatedin equation (5). In this integral T’ represents

~ T(t) and r is a dumy time variable.
dt

1
t

q(t) = T’(t - T)q@d7

A heat balance is formed at x = Z by equating the integral in
tion (5) to the left member of the boundary condition e~ressed
equation (3):

The

for

determination

1
t

‘( ‘aw -T)= T’(t - T)~(T)dT

(5)

equa-
by

of T from equation (6) establishes the solution.

(6)

*
Method

The wall temperature T is determined, in general, from equation (6)
thermally thin, thick, and infinitely thick walls. The method first

discussed is-based-on thi~k walls, and &difications of this method
are introduced for the special cases of thermally thin and infinitely
thick walls.

.

.
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Thermally thick walls.-

Time series: In the calculation of wall temperature T for thick
walls, the right member of equation (6) is replaced by the product of
two’time series. As explained in detail in appendix A, a time series
is the value (here the oritlmate)of a function of time at successive
eqwl increments of time 8. Thus, any variation of wall surface tem-
perature can be expressed as the series

—

T=Tl, T2, T3>...~ (7)

When a wall surface has a unit triangle variation of surface temperature,
the surface temperature increases from 0° at a constant rate to a value
of 1° at the time t = ~ and decreases at a constant rate to the value
0° at t = 25. The heat flow corresponding to a unit triangle variation
of surface temperature can be expressed by the series

~=qA,l’J ‘/@ ‘A,3~ “ “ “ ‘A,~ (8)

The product of equations (7) and (8) gives the instantaneous values of
heat flm-due to the temperature variation given by equation (7) and
could be tied to eliminate the integral in equation (6). However, a
slight variation or refinement of the method is introduced which has
been found to increase the accuracy of the results without increasing
the labor involved.

If m represents the term number of a time series, the product mb
represents the corresponding time. The refinenientconsists in averaging
the heat flow from the time (m - 1)8 to the time mb. Let ~m

represent the average heat flow over this interval due to a tria&ular
variation in surface temperature. Then the heat-flow history due to the
triangular temperature variation can be represented by the series

(9)

-.

. —

.

where ~,1 iS the average for the time O to 5, QA2 is the average

for time b to 25, and so forth.
>

.

“
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.

‘he heat-flow history expressed as the average heat flow over
successive increments ~, but due to the temperature variation (7), is
given by the product of equations (7) and (9):

Such a multiplication actually gives the result by forming the proper
superpositions, as demnstrat-ed in appendix A.

In order ta adjust the boundary condition expressed by equation (3)
or the left side of equation (6) to represent an average flow of heat ~

over the interval ~, the average flow of heat from the boundary layer is
approximated by the mean of the values at the beginning and end of the
i~ierval. ‘Ihui,for

● ❞✝

✍✍✍

✎

✟ If radiation is

the interval ending at t =-mti, ‘~ has the value

[~ %(Taw 1
- T)m + ~-l(Taw - ‘)m-l (11)

important to the problem, it my be included. Let
rm be the rate of heat radiation per unit srea at the time m8. Equa-

tion (11) may then be written

[
% = ~ 4n(Taw - T)m - rm + ~-l(Taw - T)m-l 1- ‘m-1 (ha)

With or without radiation, the heating history, or variation of ~,
may be expressed by the series

wherein each term has
the average heat flow
yields

4=&Ipi3 Y***< (I-2)

the value given by eq~tion (11) or (ha). Equating
given by equation (12) to that given by equation (10)
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In order to evaluate equation (13), the product in the right-hand
.

member is expanded by algebraic multiplication and values of both mem-
bers of the equation pertaining to equal time are equated. The following .

set of equations results (for simplicity, the radiation terms are not
written in):

i~.(Taw - ‘)1+ ~(Taw - %J = ‘l%, -

@w - ‘)2+ ‘,(Taw - ‘)J ‘ ‘,Q+ 5%2 .

*~(Taw - ‘)IU+ ~-l(Taw - ‘)m-J = ‘%1+ ‘-1Q2+*

Equations (14) can be rearranged to obtain the equivalent

TL .

T2 =

%=

2~,1 + hl

)

>
.-.

,. + ‘l%l,m

J

(14)

equations for T:

%Taw,2+ ‘lTaw,l - ‘lTl - 2TllA,2
2~,1 + h2

.

— . . .

%-

.

> (15)

The values of ~,m must be derived.

Determination of average heat flow due to unit triangle variation
of surface temperature: In order to obtain the average heat flow due to
a unit trian@e variation of s~ace temperature~ the average heat-fl~
rate ~ due to a uniform increase in the surface temperature of 1° in

each unit time b must be obtained. The average is taken over the
time b by integrating the instantaneous heat-flow rate from t = (m - 1)8
to t = mb and dividing by 5. This determination is carried out in
appendix B. The result is —

?
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.

.
%=

In equation (16), & and

%=E
n.1

%1 =

%1)

summations

-m(2n-1)2 #*
e I

I

11

(16)

(17)

Snd G is the heat capacity of the wall per square foot per ‘F and is
the product of weight densi~, specific heat, and wall thickness:

G= pcz (18)

The average heat flow due to a unit triangle variation of surface
temperature ~,m is obtained by the superposition of the heat flows

~ due to three linear variations of wall temperature as follows (for
further details, see the development of equation (Al) in appendix):

Expanding equation (19) by substituting for ~ from equation (16) gives

(20)
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Substituting in equation (20) successive values of m, starting with
m = 1, ignoring any terms with negative subscripts, and collecting terms
result in the following equations:

(8G YC2q&=.-#--+Al- %) 1

%,m = *(% - %-, + %-2 - %,)j

(21)

For convenience, the quantities in parentheses can be tabulated. The
quantities in parentheses usually retain significant values after the
completion of the temperature triangle which created them. For this
reason, in accordance with the notatim of reference 3, they are called
memory terms and are designated by the symbol M. With this notation,
equations (21} beccme

%,1 = g %I
(21a)

.

.

.

Hence, the following equations for memory terms are established:
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.

.

.

Obviously, the
However, as is
“Application,”

%L=%-%-l+%n-2-%n-3
J

(22)

values of M are combinations
explained in greater detail in
it is usually not necessary to

of the values of A.
the section entitled
calculate the values of

A smd M since the values of M listed in table I may be used. The
value of M decreases with increasing term nmber and sooner or later
further terms can be neglected.

Resulting temperature formulas: Equations (21a) give the value of
~A ~ ‘O@t b c~leti equatio~ (15); therefore> equations (21a) me

s&tituted into equations (15). The result
dividing throughby 16G/YC25 and letting

.

h
H=

(3

lG

Yt25

can be shplifiedby

(23)

If radiation is important, the appropriate
equation (ha) rather than e uation (11).

7being divided through by 16G YC25,the radiation term R is defined as

With
the final

terms
Since

are included by using
equations (15) are

(24)

.,

the substitutions of equations (23) and (24) in equations (15),
results, including terms for radiation, are
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T1 =

T2 =

%=

‘lTaw,l + %Taw. O - ‘1 - ‘O

Ml + HI

(maw)m + (maw - ‘)uI-1 - %~-1 - ‘3%-2 -• ● ● ‘%Tl - % - %-l
Ml+%

Infinitely thick wall.s.-

General considerations: If a wall is thermally very thick and is
heated rapidly so that the unheated side experiences little heating, it
is convenient smd accurate to assume that the wall is infinitely thick.
The S* formulas, equations (25), are used to compute the wall surface
temperature. However, instead of the values of M for a particular
wall or diffusion number, the values of M which are used are always a
fixed set of numbers which are now derived. The values of H and R
are also changed.

Iktermination of average heat flow due to unit triangle variation
of surface temperature: The determination of the heat flow due to a
unit triangle variation of surface temperature of an infinitely thick
wall depends upon the instantaneous heat flow into the surface due to a
unit rise in surface temperature in unit time. FYom page 110 of”ref-
erence 4, the instantaneous heat flow is equivalent to 2K&/&k. Since
the heat-flow rate is proportional to the surface-temperatureslope, the
instantaneous heat transfer due to unit rise of surface temperature in
the time b is 2KJ%/b@. This expression is integrated with respect
to t between the limits
for the average heat-flow

at ma,

%=

(m -1)5 and mb. Dividing by b gives,
rate ~ over the interval

The usu!alsuperposition required to change the result

b terminating

of the slope func-
tion to that of the unit triangle input function is accomplished by sub-
stituting equation (26) into equation (19):

.

.

,(25)

.

.

.

(26)

b
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tion

k
h,m = — [

In3/2 - 3(m - 1)3/2 +
3&m

Resulting temperature formulas.-
(~) is designated as the memory

3(m - 2)3/2 - (m

If the bracketed
coefficient 1~,

~ = ~/2 - 3(ID - 1)3/2+3(IU - 2)3/2- (m -

15

. 3)3/2] (27)

qusntity in equa-
then

13)3/2 (28)

A dimensionless heat-transfer coefficient (suggestedby eq. (27)) is
defined as

&.2@
8K

. and a corresponding term for radiation is defined as

.
3r&E

Rm=—
8K

(29)

(30)

The substitution of equation (27) into equations (15) again results in
equations (25). Hence, equations (25) are used to obtain the heated-
surface temperature of the infinitely thick wall as well.as of walls of
intermediate thickness, except that M, H, and R for infinitely thick
walls are definedby equations (28) to (~). bspection of equations (28)
to (30) indicates that the wall material properties and time-step size are
expressed by equations (29) and (30), while the memory terms are invariant
with wall properties or step size. Substituting successive integers for
m from I to 20 into equation (28) gives the fo~owing corresponding
values of M:

Ml = 1.0 %= -0.040234

%= -0.171573 q = -0.029536

M3 = -o.289I29 ~ = -0.022885

M4 = -0.103176 ~ = -O.0184u.

3=
-0.059630 Mlo = -0.015232

.

%= -0.0u874 %6 = ~00@307

M12 = -0.011069 M17 = -0.0cQ57

M13 = -0.009650 M~8 =

1

-0.005605 (31)

%4 = -o.oo8511 %9 = -0.005130

%5 = -o.oo~80 M20 = -0.004719
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These values of M, along with values of & and ~ from equa-

tions (29) and (30), can be used in all problems wherein the wall is so
thick relative to the heating rates and times involved that the wall
behaves as though it were infinitely thick.

Thin waULso- When a wall is thermally thin, the temperature drop
through the wall becomes negligible and the problem is simplified by
assuming that all interior temperatures are equal to the surface tem-
perature. The heat absorbed by the wall during any time interval b
must be equal to the gain in enthalpy or total heat during this time.
Hence,

%’$ (%%- %-lTm-l) (32)

Equating the average rate of gain j.nenthalpy as given by equation (32)
to the average rate of heat transfer through the boundary layer as given
by eqtition (ha) results in the following heat balance:

~(Taw - T)m - rm + &-l(Taw - T)m_l-
[

~ (GT)m%-1 = ~ 1-(GT)M-l

solving for ~

T2 =

Tm =

gives

~ GOTO - rl - r.‘lTaw,l + %Taw,O - %TO + ~

~~+hl

h2Taw,2 + hlTaw,l -hlTl+~~T1-r2-rl

~G +h262

1

(%nTaw,m + hTaw - hT + ~ GT) -rm - rm_l
m-1

E%+% I

.

(33)
.,

(34)

.

.
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.
Any variation of G with temperature is accounted for by equa-

tions (34). If the wall properties do not change over the temperature
. range covered, obtiously, G is a constant. If G is considered to be

constant, equs,tions(34) can be derived from equations (25) as follows:
As the diffusion number kb/Z2 becomes large, all values of A approach
the value fi2/8,and from equations (22) it is seen that the only memory
terms not identically equal to zero are Ml and ~, which ha%e the

values Yc2/8 and -sr2/8. Eliminating M from equations (25) and uti-
lizing definitions (23) and (24) yield equations (34).

ti equations (~) the *= .ho> Taw,o, ~d TO ~ve been

retained since, unlike the thfek-wall problem, it is here convenient for
To to have any value. These equations have considerable advantage since

the need for temperature extrapolation is reduced, if not eliminated. The
equations tend to give accurate results and, as is shown subsequently, are
suitable for the use of relatively large time increments.

mm mfmwms

.

.

If the”heated wall surface is called the outside surface, the temper-
atures at other parsllel planes may be called inside temperatures. In
particular, this paper is concerned with the inside surface temperature.
According to the notation used in this paper, the inside surface is desig-
nated by x/2 = O, the outside surface by x/Z = 1, and other planes by
values of x/Z between O and 1.

Consider a wall, initially at zem temperate, which ~S the heated
surface x = Z raised at a reference temperature slope T = (1/5)t, while
the surface x = O is insulated. The difference in temperature er

between the heated surface and any plane x is shown by equation (Bll) of
appendix B to be

(35)

. A set of terms is defined to represent the summations in equation (35):
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.

.

(36a)

.

If the temperature difference across the entire wall is sought, then
x/1 = O and equations (36a) become

%2
16 Z2=——
~3 kb

%
16 Z2=——
<3 kb

In either case, by using
written

I-m(2n-1)2‘2 J%

:*,
T 22

n=l (2n - 1)3

equations (36a) or (Xb ) equation (35) may be

(37)
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.
Ijy the usual superposition, in order to change the result of the

reference slope function to that of a unit triangular input fuuction,
the temperature difference between the plane of the heated wall and the
plane of consideration

e =%

is

-1%1 -2(m-%1-l)+m-4u-2 (*)

Assigning integral values to m and s@lifying give the eqmtions
corresponding to successive values of time:

(39)

.
A sufficient nmuber of values of 0 for practical purposes are given in
table 1. Equations (39) mean that the temperature difference between the
plane of the heated surface and any other plane due to a unit triangle
temperature variation of the heated surface is given by the time series
et = el, 02) 93, . . . em. In addition, any general temperature of the

heated surface can be represented as T = TI~ T2, T3, . . . ~. The
temperature difference due to this general temperature variation is
obtained by formally multiplying these two time series, and the inside
temperature is obtained by subtracting the product from the heated-surface
temperature T. Hence

Tf,l=~ -9~T~

Ti,2 = T2 - (eIT2 + e2TJ

Ti,3 = T3 - (elT3 + 92T2 +

Ti,m=~- (eI%+ e&l

. Compu*tion of ‘i,m does not depend on

‘i,2’ and so forth.
.

)e3T1
1

+.. . J+emT

prior computation of Ti,I~

(40)
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If the temperature distribution through the wall is required in a
form which is analytical with respect b x and can be differentiated
or
in

integrated’analyticallywith respect to x, the procedures outlined
appendix C should be followed.

CALCULATION OF HEAT FLOW I130MTEMPERATURE HISTURY

Temperature ILLstnryof Outside Surface Known

If the heated-surface temperature history M known, the heat-flow
history can be determined by substituting equations (21a) into equa-
tion (10) as follows:

Multiplication shows that the mth term is given by

% = 2(M1% + M2%-1 + “ “ “ + %@

(41)

(42)

The heat-flow history can be determined readily from a given temperature
history of the heated surface by means of equation (42). The average
heat flow over a small interval b can be asswned to give the instan-
taneous rate at the center of the interval.

Temperature History of Inside Surface Known

If the temperature history of the outer surface or of a plane near
the outer surface is known, the feasibility-of accurately determining
the heat flow is excellent. If the

9
erature history of the inside

surface for a thermally thin wall (kt/Z lsrge and hZ/K small) is
known, it is also feasible to determine the history of the heat flow
into the outer surface. However, if the wall is thermally thick, rela-
tively small changes in temperatures at the inside surface may make it
difficult to reconstruct the temperature history and heat flow at the
outer surface.

A rearrangement of equations (@) may be used to determine the
outside-surface-temperaturehistory from the inside-surface-temperatum
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history. Rearranging equations (40) gives

Ti,lT1. r
- el

Ti,2+ e2Tl
T2= ~

- e.L

Ti,m+ i32Tm-1+ EI$Pm+ + . . . + emTl
%= 1 - e.

(43)

~ rate of heat flow at any time is then determined from equation (42).

APPLICATION

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The section on application is devoted to &onstrating the solution
of two types of problems: In the first type the heat-transfer coeffi-
cient and adiabatic-wall-temperaturehistories are given and the wall-
temperature solutions sre obtained. In the second type the temperature
histmy is known and the heating-rate history is computed. In each
exsmple, the problem chosen was a special case, selected so that its
solution could be and was obtained by an exact analfiical method. The
degree of exactness of the present method is demnstratedby comparing
each result with the solution calculated by exact theory.

With one exception, radiation was a w~gible consideration in the
examples given. Although the method presented is well suited ta accounting
for radiation and includes terms for that purpose, radiation was neglected
in all cases to make possible an exact analytical solution for comparison.

Equations for Heated Surface

If the temperate
equations (18) and (23)
tions are-summr ized as

kK=—
Cp

of the heated surface of the w%ll is required,
to (25) are used. For convenience, these equa-
follows:

h&2 -.R._-r5#
G=pct “H=— _—

16G 16G
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‘5’

T2 =

T5 =

T4 =

Tm =

HITaw 1 + HoTaw,()- RI - RO

Ml + H1

(%Taw,2+ HTaw - HT)l -~T1 - R2 - RI

Ml+%

‘3Taw,3 (+ maw - HT)2 - ~T2 -M3T1-R3-%

Ml + H5

H4Taw,4 + maw - HT 3 - ~T3 - M3T2 - M4T1 - R4 - R3

Ml + H4

)‘%uTaw,m+ maw - ~ m-l - M2~-I - M3~-2 - . .. -~Tl - ~ - ~-1
Ml+%

Whether the obJective is to compute wall temperature or to compute
the heat flow from a known wail temperature, the first steps involve the
determination of the required memory coefficients. In order b minimize
the labor involved, the recommended procedure is as follows: First,
choose a tentative time interval Zi which seems appropriate to the
particular problem. (A review of the examples presented herein will give
an idea of a reasonable value.) Then compute a tentative value of the
dimensionless diffusion number k5/t2. Rom table I or 11 pick a dif-
fusion number close to the one tentatively computed. The memory coeffi-
cients M and inside temperature coefficients e given in the table for
this diffusion number are to be used, and they do not therefore have to
be computed. k adjustaqentin the value of. 5 is ?mde by multiplying it
by the ratio of the tabular value of k8/Z2 selected tithe value of
k8/Z2 tentatively computed. Then compute fymm equations (18) and”(23j
the value of G and the values of H; if the radiation is important,
R must be computed also (eq. (24)). The temperature history of the
heated-wall surface is then found from equations (25). If the heating
rate is being determined from a known temperature history, the values of
H and R are not required. The procedure for this case is discussed
in the section entitled “Example 6.”

The temperature formulas were derived with the
initial wall temperature was zero in order ta avoid
numerous t~s in the formula. The shplest way to

assum@ion that the
writing T - To
handle most problems

. .-

.

.
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is to subtract the amount that the initial wall temperature is above
zero from both the wall and the adiabatic-wall temperatures. The last
step in the problem is to add this emount to the solution.

Equtions for Inside Surface

If the temperature of the unheated side of the wall
equations (40) are used. These equations are suuuuzrized

Ti,l = TI - 61T1

Ti,2 = T2 - (W2 + e2Tl)

Ti,3 = T3 - (elT5+ e#2 + e3Tl)

Ti,m =%- (e1~+e2~-1+ . .

Except for the case of the thermally thin
derived for constant material properties. For

. + emTJ

wall, all

is required,
for convenience:

equations were
Smali changis in material

properties with temperature, it appears reasonable to use-an average
value of the properties for the temperature range involved. For C%,SeS

in which material properties vary, it seems possible that a more accurate
answer might be obtained by varying the diffusion number or by varying
the step size
sideration of

to keep the diffusion nuniberconstant; however, any con-
such a technique is beyond the scope of this paper.

APPLICATION OF METHOD IN SPECIFIC EXM@IZS

The following illustrative exsmples were calculated before table I
was prepared. Therefore, the vslues of the coefficients M and El were
computed for the particular walls and chosen time intervals 8 of the
examples. The values of M and (3 used are all listed in table II,
which my be considered as being supplementary to table I.

Example 1

Exsmple l(a).-

. Problem: A copper wall which is 1/2 inch thick is initially at a
temperature of @ F. One surface is heatedby a boundary layer while the
other side is insulated. The effective boundary-layer temperature Taw

is initially @ F but incresses linearly at the rate of 1,000o F per
second for 10 seconds. The heat-transfer coefficient remains constant at
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h= 100 Btu/(hr)(sqft)(°F). The conductivity K and diffusitity k
of copper are taken as

K=

k=

Find the temperature history of both wall surfaces.

Solution: The material properties are usually given in terms of
the hour unit. However, since fast heating conditions my be more
easily understood in terms of seconds, time is referred to in seconds
and is converted to hours for use in the equations. For example, if

then

By using
column 2
of Taw

equation

5 lW=lsec=—
3600

kb _ (4.4;&)2 .0.7056
X2

.

.—

—

this dimensionless diffusion number, the values of M in
of the following table are obtained from table 11. The values
are listed in column 4. The value of G is given by the

—
.
—

.

G=?&=
(24)?:.41) =

7 2.1447 Btu/(sqft)(°F)

The value of h =-100 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F) iS converted to H = 0.00800.
The use of colmns 2 and 4 in equations (25) gives the heated-wall tem-
perature in column 5. Using the inside-surface-temperatureformulas,
equations (40), and the values of e in column 6 gives the values of
Ti in column 7.
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1

Teml
number

2

M

------ -

0.75160
-.35256
-.33055
-.056h8
-.00990
-.00174
-.00030
-.00005
-.00001
.-.0000O

3

Time,
i3ec

o
1
2

z
9

10

4

T~~9
OF

o
1,000
2,000
3,0CQ
4,000
~,o&

~;mo
8,000
9,000

10,000

5

T,
9

0
11
36
74

124
186
260
346
443
552
673

617

e, I Ti ,
OF OF

0.580382
-.474632
-.087207
-.015291
-.002681
-.000470
-. CQO082
-.000015
-.000002
-.000000

0
4

21
~o
91

144
Zllo
288
377
478
591

shown inme wall-surface-temperature curves of ‘T and Ti are

figure l(a). For comparison, the results calculated by the theoretically. .
exact formula (eq. (B1O) of appendix B) are shown. This formula is

{ -% ‘%2\

where ~ represents the positive roots of the auxiliary equation

(44a)

Setting b = 3,600,000 OF/hr and setting x = Z and x = O in equa-
tion’ result in the values for outside and inside temperatures
plotted as circles and squares in figure 1. The comparison shows that
accurate results sxe obtained by the present method, the maximum dif-
ference between methods being about 1°.

Exsmple l(b).-

Problem: The conditions for example l(b) are the same as those for
example l(a), except that the copper wall is 3 inches thick, or
z = 1/4 foot.
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Solution: Since this wall is so thick, more highly transient condi-
.

tions prevail throughout the heating period. A value of b of 1/2 sec-
ond or l/~2f10houi was therefore used. With the same procedure as used
before, the results of the present method are given as continuous lines
in figure l(b), while the results from equation (44) are givenby the
symbols. The agreement is evident.

Example2

Problem: Exsmple 2 illustrates the principal advantage of the
present method; that is, Its capability of handling arbitrary variations
of Taw and h. Neither is it necessary to know a mathematical.formula-

tion for these variations.

A l/2-inch copper wall which is initially at a temperature of zero
is aerodynamically heated on one side and insulated on the other. The
time histories of Taw and h sre given at l/2-second intervals in the

following table:

Time,
sec

o
●7

1.0
1.5
2.0
2.’5
3.0

::2
4.5
5.0

o
1,365

9

2, 5
3, 8
4,04
4,6120
4;932
5,119
5,263
5,345
5,387

Btu/(hr)~iq ft)(°F)

36
41.4
45.0
48.6
52.2
55.8
6Q.O
63.9
66.6
68.4
69.0

Tbne,
sec

5*5
6.0
6.5
7.0

8;5
9.0
9*5

10.0

5,391
5,356
5,255
5,107
4,831
4;335
3,654
2,769
1,658

297.5

Btu/(hr)~iq ft)(°F)

68.4
66.6
63.9
60.0
55.8
52.2

g::
41.4
36.0

“

.

Find the temperature history of both wall surfaces.

Solution: The heating conditions are severe and continuously tran-
sient, with the boundary-layer temperature rising and falling over 5,000°
in 10 seconds. A-computing interval 8 smaller than thqt used in the
first problem is therefore used. Let 5 = 1/2 second = 1/7200 hour. The
resulting wall-surface”-temperaturecurves are drawn in figure 2. The
circles and squares give the surface temperatures computed by a theoreti-
cally exact procedure. Conq?arisonshows the present method to be accurate. .

.
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_le 3

Problem: Example 3 is the same as example 2 except that the wall is
3 inches thick and the effective boundary-layer temperatures are slightly
different. The initial value of Taw is O. The subsequent values of
Taw are given at 0.5-second intervals by the following time series:

T= 1,365> 2,484, 3,386, 4>088, 4,609, 4,915, 5,094, 5,227, 5,296,

5~25, 5,315, 5,265, 5,149, 4,%6, 4,694, 4,184, 3,489, 2,591, 1,471, 100.
Find the temperature history of both wall surfaces.

Solution (a) - thick-wall solution: The value of b was taken as
1/2 second. By following standard procedure, the wall-surface-
temperature curves shown in figure 3 were obtatned. Again the symbols
give the results of exact theory.

It shouldbe noted that the “exact solution” for examples 2 and 3
is not actually an alternate method of solution for any practical prob-
lem but gives a solution to the particular problems only. The “solution”
was obtained by working in,reverse; that is, a heat flow was assumed and
the corresponding boundary-layer characteristics were computed. A truly
alternate method of solution is now considered, however.

Solution (b) - infinitely thick-wall solution: Since the thermal
lag of a 3-inch copper wall is so great when subjected to the rapid
heating speoified by this problem, it appears reasonable to obtain the
heated-surface temperature by asswing that the wall is infinitely thick.
The memory coefficients are the same for all infinitely thick walls and
are given by equation (31). The same temperature formulas, the same
values of Taw, and the same values of h are used as before, but the

values of & are given by equation (29). The results calculated by

this method are listed along with those from the thick-wall solution (a).

Time,
sec

T, ‘F, calculated by -

Thick-wall
solution

12.8
35.3
61.3
87.0

log.1
u4.8
132.3
130.6
li9.5
100.0

Infinitely
thick-wall
solution

L2.8
35*3
61.3
87.0

log.1
u4.8
132. z
130.6
SL9.4

99.8
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The consistency of the alternate methods for
evident. The reason for the close agreement
which shows that the unheated surface of the
14° F. —

Example 4

NACA TN 410’3

.
a thermally thick wall is
may be found in figure 3,
3-inchwall rose to only *

Problem: The most severe test of the present method would occur
if there were a large instantaneous increase of Taw. While this condi-

tion could hardly happen in flight, it might happen if a research model
were suddenly immersed in a high-stagnation-temperaturejet. Let a
l/2-inch copper wall, initially at a temperature of zero, be instantly
subjected to an effective boundary-layer temperature of 5,000° F on one
surface while no heat transfer occurs on the other surface. The heat-
transfer coefficient is 100 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(°F). Solve for the tempera-
ture history of both wall surfaces for 10 seconds.

Solution: In this case not only is there a very high transient-
temperature condition initially but the instantaneous increase in Taw

does not lend itself tb approximation by the unit triangle. The
simplest procedure is to take small steps for the first few seconds to
minimize the errors introduced. In order to help circumvent the diffi-
culty of calculation, an excellent method of approximating the wall
surface temperature for the first or first few small steps is to use
the following fo~ila from page ”109 of reference 4, which gives the tem-
perature on the s~face of an infinitely thick wall’for a constant flow
of heat at the surface:

(45)

The values of 5 used were b = 1/8 second for 2 seconds, then
b = 1/2 second for 8 seconds. Since the use of sm equation based on ~
infinite wall is permissible for a l/2-inch copper wall for at least
1/4 second, the values of T were computed by equation (45) for the
first two l/8-second steps, then by the usual equations. The results are
presented in figure 4. Since the inside temperature Ti depends on the
outside temperature T and not directly on Taw, there is no particular

difficulty of approximation in obtaining Ti. Accordingly, in obtaining
Ti, l/8-second steps were taken for 1 second to define the highly transient
part of the curve, then l/2-second steps for the remaining 9 seconds.

.

.

—

A theoretically exact solution to this problem was obtained by equa-
tion (~) of appendix B. The results of applying this equation are given
by the symbols in figure 4, which shows that agreement was obtained.

“.-”

.
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Problem: A l/16-inch Inconel wall is heated by a high-temperature
jet. If Taw = 5,000° F and h = 50 Btu/(hr)(sqft)(°F), determine the

skin-temperature history for 15 seconds. Neglect radiation.

Solution: The heat capacity of a l/16-inch Inconel wall was assumed
to be G= 0.3229 Btu/(sqft)(°F). The example was worked three times
with values of b of 1, 2, -d 5 seconds to show how sensitive the “thin
wall” formula is to step size. Substituting the given constants into
equation (34) yielded the results given by the symbols in figure 5. For
this example the exact theory is shownby the solid line. Evidently,
coarse steps sre permissible with this formula.

Exsmple 6

lihanple6(a).-

Problem: The temperature history of the heated surface of a l/2-inch
copper wall initially at zero temperature is given by the following time
series in which the temperatures sre separated by 1/2 second: T = 4.8,
13.2, 25.2, 40.2, 58.2, 77.9, 99.4, I-22.6, 146.3, 169.8, 193.o, 214.8,
235.3, 253.2, 268.8, 281.5, 290.8, 296.7, 298.0, 297.5. The inside sur-
face is insulated. Determine the history of heat flow into the heated
surface from the given surface-temperature history.

Solution: If the time interval used is sufficiently small, the
average rate of heat flow over the interval is a good approximation to
the rate of heat flow at the center of the interval. Equation (42), which
gives the average rate of heat flow over the interval ending at t = ma,
may be used. For a value of 8 of 1/2 second, the values of M are
given in table II. Substituting in equation (42) gives the rate of heat
flow plotted as circles in figure 6. The solid curve gives the theoreti-
cally exact instantaneous rate of heat flow for comparison. The results
from equation (42) sre seen to be precise. The system yielding instan-
taneous heat flow, mentioned previously, would seem to be a natural one
for the present problem; however, the results obtatied by that system
were foumd to be inferior to those presented.

Exsmple 6(b).-

Problem: The corresponding inside-surface-temperaturehistory of
the sane wall is given by the following time series in which the temYra-
tures are separated by 1/2 second: Ti = 0.8, 4.4, 11.7, 22.4, ~.o, 52.6,

71.6, g2.3, 114.2, 137.4, 160.6, 183.7, ti5.4, 226.4, 245.3, 261.6, 275.2,
285.6, 292.4, 296.3. Determine the history of heat flow into the outer
surface by using only the given inside temperatures.
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Solution: Equations (43) may be used to determine the outside-
.

surface-temperaturehistory from the inside-temperaturehislxmy. Then,
the rate of heat flow at any time is determined as in the solution for
example 6(a). me factor 1~(1 - el) in equations (43) may be thought of “
as a magnification factor. Large values of this factor tend to cause an
instability in the computed temperatures. In this example, if 5 is
taken as 1/2 second or l/7200 hour, the value of k8/Z2 is 0.3528, el

is 0.80478, and the magnification factor is 7.1. On substitution in
equations (43), an oscillation of period 25 builds up in the values of
T, very slowly at first and to either side of the correct answer as a
mean value, but in a divergent manner so that by h seconds the amplitude
iS 6°. For a value of 8 of 1 second, the value of k5/Z2 is 0.7056,
91 is 0.58038, and the magnification factor is 2.4. In t.tisinstance,
an oscillation in’ T of period 25 and maximum eanplitudeof 1.5°
occurred. Substituting these values of T, without fairing, into equa-
tion (42) gives the results shown by the sqwre symbols in figure 6. If

—

a larger value of ?3 were used, the oscillation would be damped out but
the accuracy would suffer because of a lack of definition of the rapidly
varying heating rate. The particular case demonstrated is therefore a
marginal one for the determination of heat flow from the temperatures of
the inside surface. The instability is found to disappear for thermally
thinner walls and conversely to increase rapidly for thicker walls. .

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Formulas to facilitate the determination of the transient surface
temperatures of thick walls from an arbitrary variation of adiabatic-
wall temperature and heat-transfer coeffici-enthave been developed.
Formulas to facilitate the determination of heat flow from an arbitrary
variation of wall surface temperature were also obtained. The numerical
applications given demonstrate a high degree of accuracy for the present
method.

.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratoryj
National Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., June 18, 1957.
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APPENDIX A

REVIEW OF SUPERPOSITION AND !ECMESERIES

m SERIES

A time series may be defined as a series of
which represent the values of a function of time
intervals of time. According to the notation of
quantity is separated from the others by a comma

numbers or quantities
at successive equal
Twtin (ref. 3), each
since the values corre-

spond~ %0 different times are not added together. The quantity at zero
time is zero. The first quantity recorded represents the value of the
function at the end of the first time interval. The time interval used
is arbitrary and its size is selected to obtain the accuracy required in
the solution of a specific problem. The symbol for the time interval is
5. Thus, the series y = Yl) Y29 Y39 “ “ ● Ym represents the values of

the function y at the times 5, 25, 35, . . . ~.

‘THEUNIT TRIANGLE

.

A unit triangle is an isosceles trisngle which has an altitude of
unit magnitude and a base of 28, or two tdms intervals. Since 5 is an
arbitrary time interval, the unit triangle is accordingly arbitrary. A
plot of a unit triangle centered at t = 5 is shown in sketch 1, where
y represents mgnitude or

Y I

altitude.

\.

‘ dJ’

Sketch 1.
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The slopes of the sides of the triangle depend on the value of 8 and
.

are equal to &l/E. Three lines may be superimposed to represent the unit
triangle. The equations of the three lines which may be added to repre-
sent the unit triangle are y = (1/5)t, y= -(2/5)(t -5), and

.

y= (1/5)(t -25). Although the triangle terminates at t = 25, the
values of t in the equations for y can go on to infinity since “the
values of y add ta O beyond t = 25.

The Function Corresponding to a Reference Line

Let F(x,t) be the solution to a boundary-valueproblem specified
by a linear partial differential equation and the linear boun@ry condi-
tion y = (l/b)t, where y is the value of F .or one of its derivatives
or integrals at some fixed value of x. E&cause of the linesrity of the
problem, the magnitude of the solution is directly proportional to the
magnitude of the slope l/b of.the boundary condition. For exsmple, if
y = (2/b)t, the corresponding function representing the solution is
2F(x,t). Again, if y = -(2/5)t, the corresponding function is -2F(x,t).
The slope of the line y = (l/5)t can thus be used as a reference magni-
tude. This slope is the same as that of the left side of the unit
triangle. .

The value of t in F(x,t) is always identical with the value of
t in the boun~a~(ondition y = (1/b)t. Thus, if the origin is shifted
so that y = - 25), then the corresponding function is F(x,t-2b). -
Partictiar solutions of a linear differential equation can always be
added in linear combinations to satisfy more general boundary conditions.
If a and b are constants, and al?(x,t)corresponds to the boundary
condition yl . (a/8)t, and bF(x,t-8) corresponds to Y2 = (b/b)(t - 5),

then the function corresponding to the sum-of the two lines y = yl + y2

is F= d?(x,t) + bF(x,t-5). Let an additional pr~erty of F, as well as
of y, be that it assumes the value O for ~ time less than O. The
range of time of interest is therefore from O to ~.

The Function Corresponding to a Triangle

Now-consider a function FA(t) dependent on the lines of the unit

triangle in sketch 1 for its value Just as F(t) is related to the lj.ne
y = (1/b)t. In consideration of the three lines by which the unit triangle
may be replaced, Y= (@)t, y = -(2/b)(t - 8), and y = (1/b)(t - 2~),
the three corresponding solutions or functions of time are F(t),
-2F(t - 5), andl?(t - 25). 13ecauseof the aditLtivenature of solutions,
the solution corresponding to the completi..trianglemay be defined as the
sum of the solutions for the lines which compose it: —

.
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l?A(t) =F(t) - 2F(t - 5) +F(t - 25) (Al)

in equation (Al) each term has a value of zero for negative values of
its argument.

Representation of a General Curve by Triangles

The curve A-B in sketch 2(a) is any arbitrary continuous function
in the plane y,t which can be faired through its ordinate values 0,

Y~, Y2, and Y3. The curve may be well approximated by a series of

chords such as a, b, and c if a suitable spacing 5 is used.

.

Y
3

2

1

0

Y

3

2

1

(a) The curve A-B (b) The synthesis of A-B

Sketch 2.

Draw the lines d, e, f, g, and h of sketch 2(b) to form the isos-
celes triangles with sides a and d, e and f, and g and h. Since the sum
of two straight lines is a straight line, it is clesr that, if the letters
which des~ted the lines sre now used to designate the eqmtion of the
line, then d+e=b and f+g=c. Of course, the line a is the first
half of the first triangle as well as the first chord of the curve A-B.
In designating the ordinates yl, y2, y3, . . . ym, the altitudes of three

triangles whose sides add up to the chords of the curve A-B are simuLt&
neously designated. ~ ordinate series Yl, Y2, Y3, . . . Yml ~th

spacing 8, is a time-series approximation of the curve A-B. In this
case, as well as elsewhere in this report, each ordinate of a series is
understock to represent the altitude of an isosceles trismgle with a
base width of 25.
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Arbitrary Control Functions

Suppose that the curve,A-B, or y(t), is to serve as am arbitrary
reference or control function for a corresponding function Fy(t). It

is desired to determine Fy(t) in terms

unit triangles, such as FA(t), given by

tiOn FA(t) is a function corresponding

at t = ?30 If FA(t) is multiplied by

corresponding ta the triangle with sides

of functions corresponding ta

equation (Al). The func-

to a unit triangle centered

Yl, there results the function

a and d of sketch 2(b). By
superposition, the function corresponding to the three trimgles centered
at 5, 28, and 38 is

Fy(t) =y~FA(t) +y2FA(t - ~) +Y3FA(t - 25) (M)

Then, since the three triangles add up to the chords of the curve A-B,
this is the function, in ordinary algebraic form, corresponding exactly
to the chords of the general reference curve y = Yl) Y2) Y3J ● ● ● Y~”
In order to put equation (A2) in time-series form, let FA(t) =a~, ~,

a3, . . . ~, with spacing b. Substituting in (A2) and placing terms

for the same tire?in columns and adding yield

ylFA(t) =

@@A(t - 8) =

y3FA(t - 25) =

Fy(t) = Yla19 ( )31a2+ Y2Q (YP3 + Y2%2+ Y3q ) “ “ ●
(A3]

.

.

The result shown by equation (A3) is obviously that which is obtained
by formal algebraic multiplication of al, a2, a3, . . . by yl, y2,

Y39 “ “ “ as follows:

.

.
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F&) = al, a2, a,
3

.0.

y(t) = yl, ~ Yp Y5> . . .

Yla19 Ylap Yla3) . . .

y2a1~ y2a2) . . .

y3aly . “ “

Fy(t) = ylal, (Yl~ + y2al), (yla3 + Y2~ + y3@j . . .

Therefore,

Fy(t)~ = ~A(t)~ [y(t)~

(A4)

(A5)

where the subscript s denotes time-series form.

Equation (A~) states a simple theorem which was first given in
reference 1. It was developed with y(t) having a value of O at
t = O and FA(t) &lsO having a value of O at t = O. If either or
both of the series had values at t = O, multiplication as in equa-
tion (A5) would not be sufficient to obtain Fy.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL TEMPERATURE FORMULAS FOR TEtCK WALLS

Consider
ture of zero.
the face x =

CONSTANT

an infini”tewall
(See sketch 3.)

Z by a fluid of

FLUID TEMPERAms

of thickness 2 and an initial tempera-
Let the wall be suddenly contacted at
temperature Taw while the face at x = O

)*
I

T 97aw

I
I
I
I I

~h ~
I
Ih

I T(x, t) I
I I
I I
I
I I

Initial temp. = O ‘
0’

0 1 x

Sketch 3

remains exposed to a fluid of zero temperature. Let the heat-transfer
coefficient at the face x = Z have the value h and the heat-trsnsfer
coefficient at the face x = O have the value qh. Let the wall have
uniform physicsl properties which are invariant with time.

The flow of heat within the wall is governed by Fourier’s equation
for transient heat flow, which states that the rate of increase of
temperature is proportional to the rate of change of temperature gradient:

(Bl) -

.
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The constant of proportio~ty, called the diffusion coefficient, is
equal b the ratio of the conductivity of the material to the heat
capacity as represented by the product of specific heat and weight density
as follows:

~_Is
Cp

The boundary equation for the wall at x = 2 is obtained by equating the
heat transfer between the fluid at temperature Taw and the wall at tem-

perature T to the rate of heat transfer in the wall at x = Z:

(h Taw - TX=Z) ‘K(%)X=Z (B2)

A similar boundary equation is written for the wall x = O.

The initial condition is a
wall is zero:

)_/8T (B3)~hTx4 = ‘~..~xq

statement that the initial temperature of the

(T)ta.o (B4)

‘I!hesimultaneous solution of partial differential equations (Bl) to
(IA-)is an infinite series.

The parameters ~ are angles which are the

equation

positive roots of the
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a-lq=
C@ + ~)

cf#JL. @L
hl K

(B5a)
.

Two dimensionless numbers of physical significance sre present in
equation (B5): the diffusion number kt/t2, and the conductance or
Nusselt number hi/K. The first term of equation (B5) gives the steady-
state solution or equilibrium contition.

Special Case q = O

The special case of a plate that is heated by convection on one
face while the heat transfer on the other face is so small as to be “-- - “ ““
negligible is important. Setting the heat-transfer coefficient at the
unheated face equal to zero corresponds to ‘~ing the assumption that
the plate is perfectly insulated at that face.
fectly insulated at the face x = 0, substitute
and (B5a) and utilize the following relation to

~’tan~=~

where u represents the positive roots of the

If the plate is per-

T = O in equations (B5)
eliminate sin ~,

.

(B6)
.

equation. These substi-
tutions field-the followi@ expression for temperature:

T=

Equations (B6) and

kt 2

r

‘~ an

T - 2Taw
Cos:%e

aw

( )
n=l li-~+&~2cos~

(B7) may be found on page 100 of reference 1.

(B7)

Special Case q = O and h = m

The special case in which ~ = O and h = @ corresponds physi-

cally to perfect insulation on one face and a known initial temperature
on the other face. This case is developed by setting h = aI in equa-

tions (E%) and (B7). Equation (B6) becomes
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~tan~=rn

tan~=co

or, since ~ assumes the sequence ~, ~, ~, ~d so forth,

ap(2n .1):

39

Eqution (B7) reduces to

Equation (B8) may be found in standard references (ref. k, page 196,
problem 6, for example). h this equation, Tl is the step in walI-

surface temperature used in place of Taw.

VARIABLE FLUZO TEMPERATURE

Arbitrary Variation of Taw

Equation (~) is an exact solution of a thick-wall bomdary-layer
heating problem which is suitable for checking the accuracy of the
present method of computing wall temperatures. Another method, which
is more general, can be obtained by letting the adiabatic-wall temperat-
ure vary in a known manner, Taw = F(t). Let V(x,t) be the variation

of wall temperature due .toa 1° step in adiabatic-wall temperature. If
the initial wall temperature is zero, the wall temperature is given by
Ihhamel’s formula as

J’
t

T(x,t) =- Ft(T)v(x,t-T)dT (B~)
0

where F’ is the derivative of F with respect to t and T is a
dunmy time variable.

—
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Linear Variation of Taw

In the linear variation of Taw, Taw = bt, or, in the no-tion of

Duhsmel’s formula, F = bt and F’ = b. Substituting T from equa-
tion (~), with Taw = 1, into equation (Bg) and performing the integra-

tion give .

2’2~m ‘“0)T(x,t) =bt -—

Equatiou (B6) is used to obtain

Linesr Variation of

%“

Wall Surface Temperature

One of the fundamental equations on which is based the time-series
development of surface-temperatureequations is one expressing the
transient wall temperature due to em increase of 10 in temperature of
one wall surface during each interval of time 8. The assumptions
are made that the initial temperature is zero and that one wall is
insulated. From these considerations, F in Duhsml’s formula is
F= t/b and F’ = 1/5. Substituting this derivative and T from equa-
tion (B8), with T1 = 1, Into equation (B9) and performing the integra-

tion give the following equation for the temperature at any plane due to
a surface temperature rise of 1° in the tnterval 5:

The heat flow at any point within.
surface temperature in the time 5 is
ductivity by the temperature gradient.
with respect to x and multiplyingby

the wall due to 1° rise of wall
obtained by multiplying the con-
Differentiating equation (Bll)
K yield

.

.

m

‘a
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.
In order to eliminate k in
definition k = K/pc. Then

41

the coefficient, substitute for k its
2K/kb = PCz/~. The product pcl is the

. heat capacity of the wall per unit area per degree and is represented
by the symbol G. In order to obtain the heat flow at the heated sur-
face, where the heat balance is to be made, let x = Z. Eence, the
instantaneous heat flow due to a uniformly increasing surface tempera-
ture of 1° per unit of time b is simplified to

-(2n-1)2 ‘i:*

~=
~~1-e

SC28n=l (2n - 1)2
(B12)

In order to find the average flow of heat over the interval 5,
equation (B12) is integrated with respect to time between the limits
(t -5) and t. !IMs integration gives the total heat flow through the
surface during the interval. On ditidiu by b, the average rate of

.

.

flow for the interval is obtained. The =es-fitis

2k
-’@-1)2 y pt

i

-(2n-1)2 + #t-b)

e

(&)2+;2k ‘2 k ~(2n -~-&(2n-Q4 ~~ 1)4

1- b b J

(B13)

m
The summation E

1 is a constant with the value fi2/8. In
n=l (2n - 1)2

working with time series only integral increments of time (5, 28,
38, . . . ma) are used. In equation (B13), therefore, t may have any
value mb, where m is an integer. For convenience, and to systematize
results, the following identities are defined:

.

.
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-(2W1)2 f *
422 r‘1=~n=l

e

(2n -1)4

-2(2n-1)2 fi2 kb

r

4 12
A2

= 4Z2 e

fi2k5n=l (2n - 1)4

Equation (B13) then becomes

(8Gfi2in=— )–~+%i-%n.-lX2 5

(B14)

(B15)

for the time interval ending at t = mb. Equation (B15) is used in
forming the heat balance at the heated wall surface in the derivation of
wall temperature formulas.

.

,
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APPENDIX c

ANALYTICALTEMPERATUREDISTRIBUTION

.

.

.

“

Equations (~) are the formulas nmst convenient for determining
the temperature of the inside surface or of any plane within the surface.
For the determination of the temperature of planes within the wall, equa-
tions (36a) are ordinarily evaluated numerically to obtain 8 for a
given lst/12 and x/1. However, it may be necessary to obtain the tem-
perature distribution through the wall at some instant of time due to an
srbitrary surface-temperature history in a form that is analytical with
respect to x and which can be differentiated or integrated with respect
to x (for example, in the derivation of a general formula for the thermal
stress distribution or maximum stress). This temperature distribution is
obtained by substituting equations (36a) into equations (39), substituting
equations (39) into equations (b), and collecting terms. The results are

1[ J

-(2n-1)2 ‘if:2

T1 ~
(-1)n-1

[
cos(2n-1)~$ l-e

n=l (2n - 1)3

r
[
(-1) -lCOS (a - l)g $

[ 1

}[

T2 -Tl+
n=l (2n - 1)3

(-T3 + 2T2

-1

{

U2 (-l)n-~cos (2n - 1)5*

I
[ 1

}[

T3 -T2+
n=l (2n - 1)3

1.3(2n-1)2 $ *

T.e
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.

{

[
co (-l)n-lcos (2n - 1)~~]

16 22
zT~,m=% ~3kb@l

}[

~-~-l+
(2n - 1)3

.

(-%+

(2!rl-

2 k~
-(2n-1)2 & ---

2%-1 - %.& +

-2(2n-1)2 ~ Q
4 12

+. ..+

+ 2q-2 - %.3)e

-(m-1)(2n-1)2 $ * 1-m(2n-1)2 ~ ‘Q
4 X2

T2)e - Tle

Note that Ti,l, Ti,2, Ti,3, and Ti,m can be computed independently.
The use of these equations involves considerable labor, however, because
all terms in the summation must be summedin unison. .

.
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TABLE II.- VALUESOF M AND e USEO IN IUUSIRAT!IVEEXM@ms

m

M

1 0.091882 0.275619 0.389750 0.54gu6 0.751602
2 -.015782 -.047357 -.071018 -.144143 -.352559

-.026554 -.080945 -.133036 -.242bb4
:

-.3305X
-.009479 -.032~3 :;(%;8&. -.@k74 -.056b82
-.005478 -.022958 -.03~58

2 -.003696
-.009904

-.017994 -.027361
-.002~4

-.016565 -.001737
-.o144@ -.ol~~ -.006936

i
-.000305

-.CO21O3 -.011* -.011457 -.W2W5 -.000053
9 -.c0ti92 -.oog31k ~ .007414 -.00W6
10

-.~
-.CQ1400 -.007493 -.004798 - mmog -.00CXX2

U -.c0u84 -.0M027 -.003105 -.000213
u -.001019 -.@848 -.OoXlog -.0(X)089
13 -.000891 -.003900 -.Ocnmo -.000037
14 -.000789 -.063137 -.000841 -.000016
15 -.000707 -.0@24 -.000544 -.000007
16 -.oO@AO -.002030 -.mo352 -.000003
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19 -.Mgol -.001057 -.000095
20 -.CQ0469 -.0c0850 -.000062
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9 -.010355 -.048778 -.017309 -.00U16 -.ooCXlo2
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12 -.015340 -.025391 -.004690 -.0cno82
13 -.016338 -.020426 -.m3035 -.mo34
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15

-.oolg64 -.000014
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(a) l/2-inch-thickwall.

Figure 1.- Example 1. Temperatures of copper-wall surfaces. Adlabatic-
wall temperature varies linearly from 0° to 10,00@ in 10 seconds;
h = 100 Btu/(hr)(sqft)(°F).
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(b) S-inch-thick wall.

Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Figure 2.- Ex~ple 20 Tenrperatmes of l/2-inch cop?er wall heated
according to asstgned history of h ~d Taw*
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Present method:

surface
{

~. 1/8 sec for 2 s&c;

8= 1/2 sec thereafter

{
S=1/8 sec

surface S=1/2 sec

surface
Inner surface }

Exacttheory

for 1see;
thereafter

Figure 4.-
tion of

o 24 6 8 IV

Time, sec r

Example 4. Temperatures of l/2-inch copper wall after
5,ooO ‘F jump in gas teuperat~e, h = 100 Btu/(hr)(Eq

applica-
nt).

.

.
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Exact theory for infinite conductivity
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Present method; equation (13)
A B=5 see

o 4 8 12’ [6 20
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Figure 5.- Example 5. Temperatures of l/16-inch Inconel wall.
Taw= 5,000 ‘F; h = 50 Btu/(hr)(sqft)(°F).
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— Exactvalues;h=360,000 sin(360~t)

o Computed from outside-surface temperatures
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Figure 6.- Exan-@le G. Rate of heat flow into heated (outer) surface

of l/2-inch copper wall computed. from “temperature history of outer
surface and from temperature history o-finner surface.
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